Distress calls are an acoustically variable group of vocalizations ubiquitous in mammals and 23 other animals. Their presumed function is to recruit help, but it is uncertain whether this is 24 mediated by listeners extracting the nature of the disturbance from calls. To address this, we 25 used machine learning to analyse distress calls produced by wild infant chimpanzees. It enabled 26 us to classify calls and examine them in relation to the external event triggering them and the 27 distance to the intended receiver, the mother. In further steps, we tested whether the acoustic 28 variants produced by infants predicted maternal responses. Our results demonstrated that, 29 although infant chimpanzee distress calls were highly graded, they conveyed information about 30 discrete events, which in turn guided maternal parenting decisions. We discuss these findings 31 in light of one the most vexing problems in communication theory, the evolution of vocal 32 flexibility in the human lineage. 33 34 65 an entire cohort of wild chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) (N=8) in the Sonso 66 community of Budongo Forest, Uganda, during spontaneous interactions with their mothers 67 (see SI Supplementary Table 1 for infants' demographics). We extracted a large number of calls 68 and subjected them to an automated feature extraction algorithm before training a supervised 69 learning algorithm for subsequent categorisation. The procedure consisted in training a model 70 3 to segregate calls given in a particular context. This model was then used to categorise new 71 exemplars (Mohri et al. 2012), which enabled us to evaluate whether acoustically graded 72
representing the envelope of the short-time power spectrum as determined by the shape of the 141 vocal tract. We subdivided the vocalizations into windows of 25ms segments and 10ms steps 142 between two successive segments, to account for signal changes in time. We warped 26 spectral 143 bands and returned 13 cepstra, resulting in feature dimensions of 13 values each. We then 144 calculated the mean and co-variances of each cepstra over the collection of feature segments, 145 resulting in a 13-value vector and a 13 x 13-value matrix, respectively, and concatenated to 146 104-unit vectors. We also applied feature scaling to values between 0 and 1. 147 Prior to classification, we conducted a feature selection procedure, reducing the number of 148 features to a set of reliable features, explaining most of the variance in a given data set. We 149 applied a t-test on each feature dimension comparing values of a given feature dimension sorted 150 by predefined classes labels (e.g. One type of situation vs. another). For each comparison we 151 used randomly determined 75% of the samples and re-ran the procedure five times for each 152 comparison. Such feature selection procedure is called a filter approach, where general 153 characteristics are evaluated for the selection without subjecting the dimensions to a classifier.
155
Call classification For the classification of calls, we implemented support vector machines 156 (SVMs) using the LIBSVM toolbox (Chang and Lin 2011) . Classification routines consisted of insights into the nature of information coding (Caldara and Abdi 2006; Dahl et al. 2016) . 170 Generally, the goal was not to find the classifier achieving the highest performance scores from 171 a machine learning point-of-view, rather than evaluating relative performance differences and 172 the relationship of features contributing to one task as opposed to another.
174
Feature evaluation For call situations, we determined the extent to which comparisons (no 175 threat vs. threat; no threat vs. separation; threat vs. separation) share similar feature dimensions. 176 We determined the 10 best feature dimensions of each comparison, as outlined above, and 177 correlated the feature numbers of those feature dimensions in pairwise fashion, using 178 Spearman's rank correlation. Feature numbers refer to the topological organisation of the Mel-179 frequency space; hence close feature numbers are indicative for similar structural features 180 accounting for both comparisons. To determine the feature dimensions that are particularly 181 critical for the classification of distress calls, we assessed whether feature dimensions have been 182 repeatedly used by the classifier overall in the classification of distress calls. We therefore 183 considered the 15 types of comparisons regarding infants' problems (e.g., "Conflict vs No 184 reason"). Regarding the distance between infant and mother, we considered six types of 185 comparisons (e.g., "Supported vs Contact"). Regarding the mother's response, we considered 186 four yes-no comparisons, namely for "Gaze", "Approach", "Collection" and "Vocalization". 187 We then determined the empirical distribution of the ten features achieving best classification 188 power out of the 40 feature dimensions that resulted from the feature selection algorithms (see 189 above). The total of 10 best features was an arbitrary choice. As a baseline, a random 190 distribution of "best features" for each comparison was determined by randomly selecting 10 191 out of 104 features. The frequency distribution across all comparisons were determined and 192 95% confidence intervals were calculated by running the procedure for 1,000 times. We then 193 reconstructed the underlying frequency bands of significant feature dimensions, resulting in 194 "feature maps" for "situation", "distance [between infant and mother]" and "maternal 195 response". In a further step, we calculated differences in feature importance between 196 "situation", "distance [between infant and mother]" and "maternal response" by pairwise 197 contrasting feature maps. We contrasted two feature maps by subtracting corresponding 198 frequency values, reflecting the occurrence of one particular mean cepstra or co-variance of 199 two cepstra, if at least one of the corresponding two values from the two feature maps was 200 significant. The reason for this is that subtracting two non-significant values would be 201 meaningless.
203
Analysis 204 We obtained performance scores in the form of correct classification. We also obtained a 205 performance baseline, which was determined by always predicting the most frequent label in 206 the training set. We then contrasted the classifiers performance scores with those of the baseline 207 using t-test. Additionally, to ensure that no single individual determined the outcome of the 208 classification routine, a leave-one-out method was used where the general classification 209 procedure was re-run eight times, omitting calls produced by one individual in each run. We 210 tested for a significant interaction between leave-one-out runs and the individual comparisons 211 using a two-way ANOVA. 215 Infants emitted distress calls when separated from their mother (situation: separation), when Figure 1A ).
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Distress calls encode information about the situation and infants' problems
223
The results of a leave-one-out procedure (in which one of the infants was at turn removed from 224 one of the 8 individual runs) was not consistent with effects due to single subjects (No 225 significant interaction between situation and leave-one out runs: F(14,720) = 1.36, MS = 17.16, 226 p = 0.17). Can distress calls acoustics code for the exact problem the infants were dealing with? In some 249 of the separation situations, physical distance could have been initiated by the mother and the 250 infant started calling in response to this movement from the mother (problem: active 251 separation). In other separation situations, the infant was already away from the mother and 252 started calling in the absence of specific travelling movements from the mother (problem: 253 passive separation).
254
Similarly, threat situations involved different problems. In some threat situations, infants 255 seemingly experienced physical pain (e.g., when mother had been moving abruptly) (problem: 256 pain). In others, a social or natural phenomenon appeared threatening to the infant (e.g., 257 aggression in the vicinity) (problem: social danger).
258
Finally, no threat situations could expose infant to conflict problems (problem: conflict) such 259 as when mother and infant disagree on travel decisions or on food provisioning (e.g., mother 260 refusing infants' access to the nipple). In other instances, no obvious trigger induced distress 261 calls in the infant (problem: no reason).
262
Classification accuracy for problems turned out significantly higher than the baseline (all p-263 values < .05, see SI Supplementary Table 3 ) ( Figure 1B) . Interestingly, discrimination for 264 problems that belonged to the same situation (e.g., problems 'pain' and 'social danger' are both 265 part of situation 'threat') turned out to be reduced in accuracy, albeit being significantly 266 different from the baseline (SI Supplementary Table 3 ). By contrast, the highest discrimination Figure 1C ). 285 We further examined the feature dimensions that accounted most for the classification of 286 distress calls according to the specific problems the infants were exposed to. We determined 287 the point at which an empirical number count, i.e. the number of times a particular mean cepstra 288 or a covariance of two frequency bands contributed significantly to the classification of distress 289 calls, significantly surpassed a random distribution of number counts, relative to the total 290 number of comparison (here 15) ( Figure 1D ). In other words, features that are of significance 291 for four and more comparisons are significantly different from the baseline. Those feature 292 dimensions are marked in Figure 1E , and emphasize the importance of the first, third and fourth 293 mean cepstra, accompanied by covariances between frequency bands around 342.59 to 1074.07 294 Hz and 50 to 781.48 Hz. 297 At call onset, the infants could either be completely supported (distance: supported) or in 298 contact (distance: contact) with the mother. They could also be further away from their mother, 299 within or beyond her arms' reach (distance: armsreach; distance: beyond, respectively). Based 300 on distress calls acoustics, our model classified distance between infant and mother at levels Figure 2A ). This was not due to single subjects (No interaction between distance and leave-309 one-out runs: F(5,288) = 0.92, MS = 17.44, p = 0.47). Figure 1D . N-counts of 2 and more are significantly over-represented. (D) 319 Significant feature dimensions (see Figure 1E for colour codes). We further contrasted distance classes, assigning categorical units of distance, with 1 being the 325 most proximal (supported) and 4 being the most distal (beyond). We then binned classification 326 scores according to the relative distance of the classes compared (e.g., supported vs. contact 327 was binned with 'contact vs. armsreach' (relative distance of 1)) and z-scored the binned values. 328 We found a significant increase of classification accuracy as relative distance between the two 329 distances compared increased (F(2,59) = 35.12, MS = 16.21, p < .001; Figure 2B ). This suggests 330 that variation in classification performance (range: 64-96 % correct classification) reflects a systematic tendency to code for distance in the structure of infant chimpanzee distress calls, 332 where calls emitted at relatively similar distance to the mother are harder to acoustically 333 discriminate than those emitted at larger relative distance to each other. 334 Examination of features dimensions that most contribute to classification revealed that features 335 that are of significance for two and more comparisons are significantly different from the 336 baseline. Indeed, the empirical number count 2 significantly surpassed a random distribution of 337 number counts, relative to the total number of comparison (here 6) ( Figure 2C) . The third and 338 fifth mean cepstra, accompanied by covariances between frequency bands in the lower to mid-339 range of the Hz-spectrum, most contribute to classification ( Figure 2D ). 342 If calls contain information about the nature of the external event triggering infants' distress 343 and about the distance to their mothers, can they predict maternal response? Four types of Supplementary Figure 2A) . A leave-one-out procedure revealed Figures 1A&B and 2A. (B) Feature comparison, showing the occurrence 363 count (x-axis), reflecting the number of times a particular feature dimension was among the 364 best 10 feature dimensions across all comparisons, and the relative frequency of n-counts (y-365 axis). Colour-code as in Figure 1D and 2C. N-counts of 2 and more are significantly over- 366 represented. (C) Significant feature dimensions are colour-coded and structurally aligned in a 367 frequency-transformed representation, following Figure 1E To evaluate the features most contributing to determining whether mother did or did not react 371 to infant calls, we plotted the mean expression of each feature dimensions for both the presence 372 (Yes) and the absence (No) of a maternal behaviour. We found that selected features were often 373 located at the outer edge of the distribution (See SI Supplementary Figure 2B) , i.e., they account 374 for one class significantly stronger than for the other class. The contrasts that yielded high 375 performance scores showed more distinct feature separation (e.g., Gaze plot of SI 376 Supplementary Figure 2B ) than those contrasts that yielded rather modest classification (e.g.
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Distress calls encode information on the distance between infant and mother at call onset
341
Distress calls acoustics predicts maternal intervention
Colour-code as in
377
Collection plot of SI Supplementary Figure 2B ). We also examined the feature dimensions that 378 accounted most for the classification of distress calls according to maternal response category 379 labels and found that features that are of significance for two and more comparisons are 380 significantly different from the baseline. The empirical number count 2 significantly surpassed 381 a random distribution of number counts, relative to the total number of comparisons (here 4) 382 ( Figure 3B ). The importance of the first, third, fourth as well as the 12th mean cepstra, 383 accompanied by covariances between frequency bands around 342.59 to 1074.07 Hz and 50 to 384 781.48 Hz ( Figure 3C ). The feature distribution of maternal response classification, therefore, 385 resembles the feature distribution of problems faced by the infants (Figure 1D ). 388 The number of approaches and collections was higher in the most critical situation (i.e., threat)
387
Mother-infant interactions
389
(See SI Supplementary Figure 2A) , when problems were social danger and pain. To further 390 understand how information-coding of the situation in the distress calls contribute to trigger 391 adaptive maternal response, we trained a model on discriminating situations and infants' Figure 4A ).
397
However, contrasts based on the two other situations (no threat and separation) were not 398 successfully discriminated based on the maternal responses (Memp = 55.33, SDemp = 4.33; Mbase = 54.90, SDbase = 2.87; t(78) = 0.52, p = 0.300) ( Figure 2D ). Testing the model with specific 400 problems infant were exposed to, we found all comparisons to be significant (p < .05, SI 401 Supplementary Table 4 ) but two (contrasts no reason vs. active separation, and conflict vs. no 402 reason ( Figure 4B ). Gaze was a relatively reliable action of the mother, particularly during 403 problems involving a threat situation. On the other hand, collection and vocalization were found 404 to be more modest in discriminating between infants' problems. To address the extent to which the structural differences of distress calls produced by the infants 423 across situations reflect structural differences encoding distance and predicting maternal 424 response, we pairwise contrasted feature maps for situation, distance and maternal response. 425 We found that, when comparing situation and distance, certain features were selective for 426 situation that related strongly to the first frequency band ranging from 50 to 342.59 Hz and co-427 varied with frequency bands ranging from 488.89 to 927.78 Hz. Also, the frequency band 428 centring at 1366.70 Hz co-varied with the second frequency band ranging from 196.30 to 429 488.89 Hz and the fifth ranging from 635.19 to 927.78 Hz ( Figure 4C ). On the other hand, 430 distance was selectively coded in the second frequency band ranging from 196.30 to 488.89 431 Hz, co-varying with multiple feature dimensions ( Figure 4C ). In the comparison between 432 situation and maternal response ( Figure 4C ), we found similar components involved, however, 433 to a marginal degree, indicating that there are similar main features accounting for most of the 434 classification of distress calls for both the situation and maternal response. Comparison between 435 distance and maternal reflected the comparison between distance and situation ( Figure 4C ).
437
Discussion
438
In this research, we tackled a long-standing, widely-debated and cross-disciplinary question, 439 i.e., whether highly graded infant distress cries carry different meanings that guide parenting 440 decisions. 441 Distress calls have been described as acoustically continuous or graded and various studies 442 (notably in humans) have raised the possibility that these calls convey discrete information the caller, its context (i.e., distance with the mother) and whether they drive maternal 448 interventions. 449 We found that distress calls contain information about the type of external events triggering 450 calling as well as the nature of the problem. In particular, we found that a model trained on 451 discriminating a threatening situation from others was better at predicting the subsequent 452 response of the mother, suggesting that distress calling during threat situations rely on specific 453 acoustic features. This is further exemplified by the fact that discriminations between distress 454 calling produced in threat situation vs. separation situation on one hand, and threat vs. no threat 455 situations on the other hand, relied on common features. 456 We also found that the distance between infants and their mothers at distress call onset modulate 457 distress call structure, with calls being acoustically most distinctive as relative distance between 458 infants and mothers increases. 459 Another finding was that a mother's reaction could be predicted based only on the acoustic 460 characteristics of her infant's calls, that is, when she would look towards the infant, approach 461 it, collect it, or simply respond by vocalizing. Further, we found that feature maps supporting 462 the classifications of calling situations and maternal response are relatively similar, i.e., that the 463 most critical feature dimensions in call production also contribute to call interpretation by the 464 mother. Together, this suggests that, in principle, chimpanzee mothers can rely exclusively on 465 the acoustic information provided by their infants, to make intervention decisions based on the 466 degree of urgency of the infants' request. This ability must be particularly important in a species 
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We interpret our findings as evidence for a common code between chimpanzee infants and their 
